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New Officers 
With the start of a new year PA Alpha Delta  
would like to give a special thanks to the past 
Executive Board (top) for an amazing semester.  

The 2022 E-Board spearheaded the move into 
our new house on Diamond Street and 
continually pushed our chapter to be better.  

Welcome 2023 PA Alpha Delta E-Board:  
Rex - Dean Griffen 
Archon - Sam Roberts 
Keeper of the Exchequer - Jacob Strasser  
Marshal - Nick Cornell 
Scribe - Brian Eppehimer 
Prolocutor - Justin Small 
 

Brother of the Year 
In 2022, one brother stuck out more than most, 
Marshal Will Tornambe. Will took the lead finding 
our new house and planned the move from 2000 
North Broad to 16th and Diamond. He hung 
almost every composite and and painted multiple 
murals around the house. Will showed his 
leadership by making sure every registered event 
ran smoothly. Will is graduating in the spring and 
the chapter would like to thank the former 
marshal for everything he has done for this 
fraternity and wish him the best of luck in his 
future endeavors. 



Philanthropy  
PA Alpha Delta prides itself on giving back to the 
community and this year was no different than 
any other. Over the course of the semester we had 
multiple block cleanups, one with Delta Zeta 
sorority. We also teamed up with Alpha Xi Delta to 
raise money for the Kharkiv Foundation with our 
“Thank God it’s Pi Day” event. We also collaborated 
with the TNS foundation raising money and 
awareness for this great cause.  

Finally, we continued our semesterly tradition with “Pi Lambda Phried” raising money 
for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation and the Elimination of Prejudice Foundation by selling 
fried Oreos.  

Brother Spotlight 
It was a great semester for Ajay Patel who 
recently completed a sports reporting internship 
with PHL17. Ajay also hosted Owlsports Update 
and contributed countless hours to a 
documentary that tells the story of the rise of 
Todd Bowles from Temple defensive back to 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers head coach.  

Watch the Tampa Todd documentary. We applaud 
Ajay for his hard work and cannot wait to see 
where he goes.  

Thank you to our alumni!  

PA Alpha Delta would like to thank all of the Alumni who made this semester possible, 
especially for the return of Kovner and your donations to help us cover our costs.  

If you would like to support the undergrad chapter directly, please make a donation to 
the PA Alpha Delta Chapter. Venmo our Scribe, Brian Eppehimer.  

Venmo: Brian-Eppehimer 

https://www.eliminateprejudice.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8kn4g6oT9o

